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The sign up period for Season 10 is now open, the rules and website have been updated and PGI
have been nice enough to offer MC prizes again for division winners, and additionally are having a
competitive mech sale! The exact breakdown of prize amounts for each division winner will be
announced in the coming weeks once we know how many teams and divisions there will be. The
sign up period will be open for the next three weeks which gives time for the news to spread around
the community and for teams to get organised.

The sign up process is still done through the unit profile pages. As well as being an easy way for
shoutcasters, viewers or potential recruits to find out more about your team, the team profile page is
also where leaders can edit their roster and once that is done you will be able to sign up for the
coming season with the click of a button.

The sign up procedure for unit leaders is:

1) Read the rules, changes have been made.
2) Update your team roster on your unit profile page, which can be found by clicking 'My Team' in the
Team Menu section on the left of the screen.
3) Press Signup button and select a region.

New teams that have not competed before first need to create a user account on mrbcleague.com
and submit a ticket to us requesting that a profile be created for your team. Once that is done the
assigned team leader will be able to edit their team information, add more team leaders, update their
roster and sign up for the league.

For season 10 we have some new features on the website, including a new Recruitment section
under the Teams menu where you can advertise that you are a pilot looking to join a team, or a team
looking for new pilots. 

Our MRBC Discord has also been updated, and has some new areas for teams to arrange scrims or
find last minute stand-ins. Team leaders will need to DM Live or Shelle to get their permissions
updated.

Thank you to all the teams that helped with the testing for the new rules set for Season 10, and
thanks to everyone who keeps coming back to play MRBC League, good luck and we hope you
enjoy the new season!

Doyle, Live1991 and the MRBC Team.
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